Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is physiological in embryogenesis and wound healing but also associated with the formation of cancer stem cells (CSCs). Many EMT signaling pathways are implicated in CSC formation, but the precise underlying mechanisms of CSC formation remain elusive. We have previously demonstrated that PKC is critical for EMT induction and CSC formation in inducible breast EMT/CSC models. Here, we used formaldehyde-assisted isolation of regulatory elements-sequencing (FAIRE-seq) to investigate DNA accessibility changes after PKC activation and determine how they influence EMT and CSC formation. During EMT, DNA accessibility principally increased in regions distant from transcription start sites, low in CpG content, and enriched with chromatin enhancer marks. ChIP-sequencing revealed that a subset of these regions changed from poised to active enhancers upon stimulation, with some even more acteylated in CSCs. While regions with increased accessibility were enriched for FOX, AP-1, TEAD, and TFAP2 motifs, those containing FOX and AP-1 motif were associated with increased expression of CSC-associated genes, while those with TFAP2 were associated with genes with increased expression in non-CSCs. Silencing of 2 members of the FOX family, FOXN2 and FOXQ1, repressed CSCs and the mesenchymal phenotype and inhibited the CSC gene signature. These novel, PKC-induced DNA accessibility regions help explain how the epigenomic plasticity of cells undergoing EMT leads to CSC gene activation.
Introduction
Cancer stem cells (CSCs) are a distinct population of tumor cells with high proliferative and survival potential. CSCs have the capacity to self-renew and generate heterogeneous cancer cells, have high tumourigenic potential, and tend to be more chemoresistant. 1, 2 CSCs exist in different cancers and, accordingly, are implicated in driving tumor initiation, dissemination, and resistance to therapy. 3 Breast cancers have been robustly categorised based on their gene expression profiles into different molecular subtypes related to breast epithelial cell differentiation. 4, 5 The CSC gene expression signature is associated with the aggressive claudin-low subtype derived from mammary stem cells (MaSCs), which are progenitors of both the luminal and myoepithelial cells that line the normal breast duct. 4 The basal-like subtype is likely to be derived from luminal progenitors, but it is unclear if the
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C and luminal subtypes arise from luminal progenitors or by 'de-differentiation' of existing luminal cells. 5 While epigenomic changes (such as H3K27me3 deposition) are known to occur during mammary epithelial development, 6 the evidence suggests that these cells maintain plasticity and can obtain the properties and expression profiles of the more de-differentiated state.
activate the Wnt, Notch, and Ras-ERK signaling pathways to induce EMT. The coordinated action of these pathways activates a set of EMT-inducing transcription factors (TFs) including Snail, Slug, Twist, and Zeb that collaborate to initialise and maintain the mesenchymal phenotype. 18 The recruitment of a variety of cells including lymphocytes, fibroblasts, and granulocytes to tumor-associated stroma creates an inflammatory microenvironment that delivers pro-EMT signals to the tumor. 19 NF-kB is a master regulator of inflammatory signaling that has specifically been shown to be critical for inducing and maintaining EMT in breast cancer. 20 Furthermore, we have previously reported that the signaling kinase protein kinase C-theta (PKC-u) promotes this inflammatory pathway during EMT and CSC formation by acting as a critical chromatin-anchored switch for inducible genes via cross-talk with the TGF-b pathway. 21 One challenge in understanding transcriptional regulation is that enhancer regulatory elements can occur far from transcription start sites (TSSs). When used with sequencing, the formaldehydeassisted isolation of regulatory elements (FAIREseq) technique facilitates the discovery of regulatory elements by unbiased mapping of open chromatin regions. This is achieved by exploiting the difference in densities of chromatin-bound and exposed DNA regions to isolate and characterize the latter, which are more likely to be involved in gene regulation. Isolation and sequencing of open regions provides genome-wide insights into the sequencespecific regulatory factors that may associate with these regions. FAIRE-seq has been used to identify regulatory regions controlling cellular differentiation, 22 pluripotency, 23 and carcinogenesis. 24 Here we sought to identify novel DNA accessibility changes that expose or conceal regulatory elements during EMT and determine whether these regions are likely to influence CSC gene expression. Since CSCs drive tumourigenesis and drug resistance, the identification of unique CSC properties would be useful so that they can be exploited for therapy. Although some of the genes and signaling pathways that contribute to EMT and CSC formation are characterized, the epigenetic events that contribute to these processes are less well understood.
We applied FAIRE-seq and expression array profiling to a well-characterized in vitro inducible model of EMT/CSCs, referred to as the MCF-IM model. 21 In this MCF-IM model, phorbol myristyl acetate (PMA), a key protein kinase C activator, induces EMT in the luminal human MCF-7 breast cancer cell line and generates a characteristic CD44 high /CD24 low CSC subpopulation. 21 We show that thousands of regions exhibit altered DNA accessibility during PMA-induced EMT, a large number of which occur at regions distant from TSSs and coincident with enhancer marks. Furthermore, novel accessibility changes are present near PMA-induced genes, a proportion of which are in the vicinity of genes exhibiting significantly altered expression in the CSC subpopulation. These data highlight how transcriptional plasticity develops via alterations in DNA accessibility in cells undergoing EMT. In this way, cells that have undergone EMT rapidly alter their transcriptional program according to newly emerged regulatory elements to trigger CSC gene expression.
Results

EMT induces DNA accessibility away from the TSS in regions with enhancer chromatin marks
The MCF-IM model (Fig. 1A) is useful for investigating early epigenomic changes in EMT and CSC formation. As detailed in Zafar et al., 21 PMA alters epithelial MCF-7 morphology and gene expression to produce 2 mesenchymal subpopulations. The larger (90-95%) subpopulation maintains CD24 expression and does not have CSC properties (referred to here as NCSCs), while a smaller CD44 high subpopulation (referred to here as CSCs) forms spherical colonies in suspension (mammospheres). The transcriptomes of non-stimulated (NS) MCF-7 cells, NCSCs, and CSCs and PKC-u's influence on them have been analyzed previously. 21, 25 FAIRE-seq was used to examine NS and PMAstimulated (ST) epigenomes. Using SICER, 126,124 (replicate 1) and 140,857 (replicate 2) accessible regions were identified in NS cells and 73,797 (replicate 1) and 72,341 (replicate 2) regions were identified in ST cells. Accessible regions ranged from 0.1 to 190.3 kb in size. The vast majority (>98%) of regions were less than 2.5 kb (Supplementary Fig. 1A ).
Some regions greater than 2.5 kb were more accessible in ST ( Supplementary Fig. 1B ) while others were more accessible in NS ( Supplementary Fig. 1C ). They occurred frequently in areas of high copy number or with heterochromatin marks and their highly variable size precluded systematic analysis in the present study.
To investigate DNA accessibility at smaller regions, all enriched regions less than 2.5 kb in size were refined to 0.3 kb and the reads counted and normalized for all 4 samples (see Methods). The NS and ST replicates had Pearson correlation values of 0.96 and 0.94, respectively ( Supplementary Fig. 1D ). The regions were divided into 5 groups: (i) 'NS only', (ii) 'NS more', (iii) 'equal', (iv) 'ST more', and (v) 'ST only'. Regions with greater (>1.5-fold) accessibility in NS (than ST) for both replicates were classified as either NS only (if they were only detected in NS samples) or NS more (Supplementary Fig. 1E -G, Supplementary Fig. 2 ). ST only and ST more groups were similarly defined, except that their accessibility was higher in ST. Peaks defined as 'equal' were less than 1.5-fold higher in NS or ST in both replicates. Compared to the other groups, the more stable 'equal' accessibility regions had, on average, higher accessibility levels and were closer to TSSs (Fig. 1B) , with a small skew to regions downstream of TSSs. Regions with altered (especially increased) accessibility were located further from a TSS (Fig. 1B) , less were annotated as promoters/5 0 UTRs, and few ST only/ more regions were in CpG islands (Fig. 1C) . While a large proportion of regions with higher accessibility in NS occurred in SINE repeats, regions with increased accessibility occurred in intergenic and intronic regions, with some in LINE or LTR repeats (Fig. 1C) .
Many regions of 'equal' accessibility had permissive chromatin (as summarised by the RoadMap project, 26 primarily defined by H3K4me3) marks across a range of cell types. While peaks with increased accessibility in ST had enhancer element chromatin marks (primarily defined by H3K4me1) in breast and mesenchymal cells, these tended to be more cell-type specific (Fig. 1D) . Chromatin marks together with CTCF have also been profiled in MCF-7 and human mammary epithelial cells (HMECs), and we used this data to confirm the high proportion of enhancer regions in the ST only and ST more groups (Fig. 1E) . 27 Furthermore, we discovered that a greater proportion of regions with increased accessibility showed evidence of CTCF binding. 27 CTCF is a major regulator of higher order chromatin structure with a particularly important role in the looping involved in long range interactions and its occupancy has been associated with nucleosome positioning in MCF-7 cells. 28 It has previously been shown that DNA methylation may negatively regulate DNA accessibility in MCF-7 cells. 27 We utilised this 27 data to determine if the regions that had increased accessibility upon stimulation had higher DNA methylation levels in NS MCF-7 cells than the group with unchanged accessibility. However, neither group with increased accessibility showed evidence of high levels of DNA methylation in NS MCF-7 cells ( Supplementary  Fig. 3A) , and it is therefore unlikely that decreases in DNA methylation are a major cause of increased accessibility in these regions.
We next used FAIRE-PCR to confirm accessibility increases on stimulation for 2 'ST more' and 15 'ST only' regions within 100 kb of genes with higher expression in CSCs than NCSCs (Fig. 1F and Fig. 1F ). For EGFR, DUSP6, ZSWIM6, DST, ABLIM1 and to a lesser degree ERRFI1, MDA-MB-231 accessibility was greater than ST MCF-7 accessibility, suggesting that the CSC subpopulation in ST MCF-7s had increased accessibility than NCSCs.
A subset of regions with increased accessibility is associated with poised to active enhancers in the mesenchymal state
The chromatin marks H3K4me1 and H3K27ac have been used to characterize enhancers as "poised" (with H3K4me1 but not H3K27ac) and "active" (with H3K27ac). 29 Active enhancers have more accessible chromatin. 29 Since a large subset of the regions with increased accessibility occurred in regions already marked as enhancers in NS MCF-7 cells, we sought to determine if these enhancers changed state, if their state differed in the bulk ST (with~7-10% CSC) population and the 'CSC like' MDA-MB-231 cell line (95% CD44 high CD24 low CSCs), or if any of the regions not marked as enhancers were 'latent' enhancers 30 that only become detectable upon stimulation. Thus, we profiled H3K4me1 and H3K27ac in NS, ST MCF-7, and MDA-MB-231 cells.
Examining the regions with equal accessibility in NS and ST cells revealed that those with higher accessibility had H3K27ac and diffuse H3K4me1 on histones flanking the accessible region ( Fig. 2A ). For regions with equal accessibility, the levels of H3K27ac were similar in NS and ST cells. In contrast, a large proportion of the ST more and ST only regions showed increased H3K27ac in the ST and/or MDA-MB-231 cells. The ST only regions could be subdivided into those with low or unchanged H3K27ac (set a), increased H3K27ac in ST but not MDA-MB-231 (set b), increased H3K27ac in ST and MDA-MB-231 (set c), increased H3K27ac that was higher in MDA-MB-231 (set d), and increased H3K27ac in MDA-MB-231 (set e) (Fig. 2B) . We speculated that the CSC subpopulation in the ST sample would have higher levels of H3K27ac for set e genes that were not evident by bulk sample ChIP-seq. No large increases in H3K4me1 levels were seen that could be considered 'latent' enhancer activation. Furthermore, the verified regions that had higher accessibility in MDA-MB-231 than MCF-7 ST cells such as EGFR, DUSP6, ZSWIM6, ABLIM1, DST, and ERRFI1 were in set d or e. In contrast SMAD3, TCP11L2, NFIL3, RICTOR, PLD1, ATXN1, and KRT81 (which had similar accessibility in ST and MDA-MB-231 cells) were in set c, and BMP2 and KLF4 were in set b. Thus, the H3K27ac profiling results provided a good indicator of accessibility differences between the MCF-7 ST bulk population and the CSC-enriched MDA-MB-231 population for non-CTCF regions.
Interestingly, the majority of all genes in the genome had multiple regions of accessibility. There was usually at least one region of equal accessibility within 50 kb of the TSS and, while most had generally less than 8, some genes had up to 32 ( Supplementary  Fig. 3B ). In addition to regions of equal accessibility, genes often had nearby regions with both increased and decreased accessibility ( Supplementary Fig. 3B ). As suggested by the large proportion of 'equal' regions at promoters, genes often had unchanged accessibility at their TSS and several regions of accessibility upand downstream that varied in response to stimulation ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Examination of the distances between regions from the same and different groups revealed that while many regions with increased accessibility were within 10 kb of a region with decreased accessibility, ST only regions tended to be nearer equal or ST more regions than NS-associated regions ( Supplementary Fig. 3C ).
Identification of regions with increased accessibility associated with genes with higher expression in CSCs and NCSCs
We next examined whether the genes closest to the accessible regions were enriched for any biological processes or Reactome/KEGG pathways. Regions with increased (and decreased/NS only) accessibility were close to genes involved in cell differentiation, migration, development, cell adhesion, and growth and signaling pathways such as calcium signaling, Notch, TGF, Wnt, MAPK, and PI3K (Fig. 2C) . Genes with 'equal' accessibility were also enriched for these pathways. However, genes close to regions of 'equal' accessibility were more highly enriched for cell cycle and metabolic processes.
To further explore the relationship between accessibility and expression and to identify which regions were associated with expression changes, we examined regions within different cut-off distances from a gene more (log 2 0.5 difference) or less in stimulated cells and more or less in CSCs compared to NCSCs. Significance was determined by comparing the numbers to those expected by chance (see Methods).
More regions accessible only in ST cells were within 1-100 kb of a gene and induced upon stimulation (zscores 2.1 -7.6) than they were close to a random gene set of the same size (measured in 100 such random gene sets) (Fig. 2D ). This was also seen for the other accessibility groups for at least some distances ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). This was not the case for genes with decreased expression (NS>ST). Many genes induced upon stimulation are induced to a similar extent in NCSCs and CSCs; however, some are induced differentially. 21 Several different patterns of differential induction were observed (set i-x, Supplementary Fig. 5 ), but overall the genes could be grouped into those with higher expression in CSCs than NCSCs and those with lower expression in CSCs than NCSCs. More regions accessible only in ST cells were close to a gene that had higher expression in CSCs than NCSCs (z-scores 2.8-6.6) or in NCSCs than CSCs (z-scores 3 to 5.4) (Fig. 2D) . Interestingly, the regions near to these genes were not just those with enhancer chromatin marks but also those without (set a) (Fig. 2D) . The other accessibility groups (except for the 'ST more') showed no relationship with genes with higher expression in CSCs than NCSCs.
The genes with higher expression in CSCs than NCSCs occurring near regions with accessibility only in ST cells and that had increased H3K27ac were especially interesting ( Supplementary Fig. 5A ), as were genes with higher expression in NCSCs than CSCs that occurred near regions with accessibility only in ST and that had increased H3K27ac only in the ST population and not MDA-MB-231s ( Supplementary Fig. 5B ).
Enrichment of FOX, AP-1, CTCF, TEAD, and TFAP motifs in regions with increased accessibility
We next examined the regions in the 5 accessibility groups for over-represented sequence motifs to determine if they could be bound by different TFs using HOMER, which compares regions to those with similar GC content. 31 AP-1 (including Jun and Fos), TFAP2 (also known as AP2), Forkhead (FOX), TEAD, and CTCF-binding motifs were over-represented in regions with accessibility only in ST cells (Fig. 3A , Supplementary Table 1 ). We used our previously published 21 expression profiles of NS, CSC, and NCSC populations to determine which motif-binding factors were expressed and how expression altered with stimulation (Fig. 3B) . Several proteins can bind the AP-1 and many are expressed in NS cells, with some (including FOSL1/2) showing induction with PMA. TFAP2C and TFAP2A were the most highly expressed TFAP2-binding proteins, while TEAD1 was the highest expressed TEAD. Of the FOX family members, FOXN2 was the most induced in CSCs compared to NCSCs, while FOXO1, FOXO3, FOXL2, FOXQ1, FOXS1,  FOXJ1 , and FOXN2 were all higher in CSCs compared to NS cells (Fig. 3B) .
Having identified motifs associated with increased accessibility, we next wanted to determine if those ST only regions that were near genes with differential expression contained different motifs to those that were not. CLOVER was used (with JASPAR motifs) to investigate how the occurrence of motifs in exposed regions related to expression of nearby (within 50kb) genes. The significance of motif enrichment in a subset of regions was tested against their occurrence in the whole ST only population. In contrast to examining occurrences relative to genomic background, this approach helps to determine which TFs may be important in controlling expression in regions that have become accessible. With the aim of identifying TFs that play a role in EMT and CSC development, our region subsets included those near genes with differential expression in: a) NS and ST cells (Fig. 3C) ; b) NCSCs and CSCs (Fig. 3C) ; and c) stromal, MaSC, and 'basal' breast epithelial cells ( Supplementary  Fig. 6 ).
Examination of differential motif enrichment in the ST-only regions near genes with increased expression in ST compared to NS cells and CSCs compared to NCSCs supported a role for FOX members in regulating CSC gene expression (Fig. 3C) , as well as suggesting a role for NF-kB, IRF, and STAT members. Interestingly, the Nfe2l2 AP-1 motif variant was more associated with genes with increased expression in the whole ST cell population, while the FOS/JUN AP-1 motif was more significantly associated with CSC > NCSC genes. In contrast, the TFAP2C/A motifs (part of the HLH family), which were also associated with upregulated genes, associated with genes showing higher expression in NCSCs. Interestingly, annotation of TFAP motif occurrence in the regions with H3K27ac only in ST and not MDA-MB231s and that were near genes with higher expression in NCSCs supported a role for TFAP in regulating gene expression in NCSCs upon PMA stimulation (Supplementary Fig. 5B ).
Prat et al. 4 defined 'stromal', 'MaSc', 'basal/progenitor luminal' (Basal/pL), and 'mature luminal' (mL) breast gene signatures, with the stromal (claudin-low) signature being associated with CSCs. When the expression of these signature genes was examined in our model (Supplementary Fig. 6A ), overall the MaSC and basal genes had increased expression upon stimulation while the stromal genes had the strongest shift in expression to the CSC profile. Examining the enriched motifs in the regions with increased accessibility within 50 kb of a stromal, MaSc, or basal signature gene revealed that TFAP2A/C was enriched in MaSC cells and AP-1, NF-kB, TEAD, motifs were associated with all groups. Several FOX motifs were more significantly enriched in the regions near stromal genes ( Supplementary Fig. 6B ).
FOXN2 and FOXQ1 play a role in regulating the CSC phenotype
There was enrichment of the FOX motif in regions with increased accessibility and in: (a) the vicinity of genes that increased expression in CSCs, and (b) 'stromal' signature genes. FOXQ1 and FOXN2 expression increase upon stimulation and increased to a greater extent in the CSC population. Several members of the FOX family (including FOXQ1) 32 have been found to play a role in EMT and the acquisition of CSC properties.
While MCF-7 stimulation induces adherent mesenchymal cells, of which a subpopulation has CSC properties (Fig. 1A) , it also induces a suspended ('floating') cell population with a higher proportion of cells with CSC properties. To confirm the microarray results (Fig. 3B) , we examined FOXN2 and FOXQ1 expression in the MCF-7 model, measuring the stimulated adherent and floating cells separately (Fig. 4A) . We confirmed an increase in expression of both genes upon stimulation and both showed a greater increase in the floating cells. We next examined the level and localization of the proteins (Fig. 4B) . Nuclear protein levels were higher in both populations of stimulated cells and in MDA-MB-231 cells compared to NS MCF-7 cells and, in most cases, the nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio was higher.
siRNA was next used to examine the roles of FOXN2 and FOXQ1 in the CD44 Hi CD24
Lo (Fig. 4C ) phenotype and on levels of the mesenchymal markers laminin V and fibronectin (Fig. 4D) . Confirmation of reduced FoxN2 and FoxQ1 protein levels in the presence of the siRNA was confirmed by immunohistochemistry ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ). FOXQ1 siRNA significantly inhibited the induction of the 
CD44 Hi
CD24
Lo CSC population (Fig. 4C) . Interestingly, the combination of FOXQ1 and FOXN2 siRNA inhibited the CSC population of the floating cells significantly more than FOXQ1 siRNA alone. Both FOXN2 and FOXQ1 siRNA inhibited the increase in laminin V and fibronectin proteins upon stimulation (Fig. 4D) .
Many members of the FOX family, including FoxQ1 and FoxN2, 33 can bind the primary forkhead motif FkhP (gTAAAcA), which is similar to the FOX motif detected as enriched by HOMER. However, family members can have different efficiencies for versions of FkhP. Furthermore, a secondary forkhead motif (FkhS) and an additional motif FHL (GACGC) exist that are primarily bound by FOXN1-4. 33 Many interesting CSC-associated genes had regions containing the HOMER FOX motif ( Supplementary Fig. 5A ). However, since this motif is not optimised for Foxq1 or Foxn2 binding, we scanned the ST only regions for different FOX motif version using the Nakagawa et al. 33 and Jolma et al. 34 FOX position weight matrices. We confirmed that the FkhP motif was over-represented, and annotated CSC-associated genes with ST only accessibility with 3 GTAAACA variants, including one thought to have greater affinity for FOXN2 (red dot, Fig. 5A-D, Supplementary Table 2 ). We profiled expression of 8 of these putative targets (KLF4, DUSP6, CD44, RICTOR, NFIL3, MET, EGFR and PLD1) and the mesenchymal-associated gene SNAIL and determined how FOXQ1, FOXN2, and combination siRNAs affected their induction with PMA (Fig. 5E ). All were at least partially dependent on FOXQ1 and all except PLD1 showed some dependence on FOXN2. The expression of CD44 and SNAIL in stimulated cells was completely inhibited by the combination of FOXQ1 and FOXN2 siRNAs.
Discussion
Here we present novel changes in DNA accessibility that are induced by PKC activation and are highly likely to influence the expression of distant genes crucial for EMT and CSC induction. While the accessibility of many regions remained stable, especially those with high accessibility at promoter regions, wider epigenomic changes were also observed. Increases in the accessibility of regions about one to several nucleosomes in size occurred in intergenic and intronic regions, many of which were pre-decorated with chromatin enhancer marks. Several accessibility regions were detected near/within genes and many, including SMAD3, RICTOR, ATXN1, and KLF4, had highly stable accessibility at their TSS and changes at putative enhancer regions.
Promoter accessibility remains largely constant during differentiation and between different cell lineages. 35, 36 In contrast, enhancer accessibility changes and functional activation are largely cell-type specific. Differences in chromatin and DNA accessibility have been associated with the expression of genes 750 kb away in MDA-MB-231 and HMEC cells. 37 Cell-type specific epigenetic modifications that activate enhancers allow modulation of promoter activity and activation of global cell type-specific transcriptional programs.
Clusters of active enhancers have recently been termed 'super-' (or stretch) enhancers. 29 Superenhancers are often bookmarked by CTCF, which prevents genes outside these regions from being affected. 29 We found that many genes had multiple regions of accessibility that commonly occurred within 10 kb of each other (Supplementary Fig. 2 ). We observed large areas of higher H3K27ac near genes such as ZSWIM6 (Supplementary Fig. 2 ) that could be classified as super-enhancers using the definition of >3 kb of active histone marks. 29 However, we also found that genes could be near accessible regions that did not always change in the same way or to the same extent. We propose that the graduated expression of genes such as SMAD3 and KLF4 with a NS < NCSC < CSC expression pattern (Supplementary Fig. 5 set ii), could be a result of multiple regulatory elements being 'activated' to different extents in NCSCs and CSCs. SMAD3 contains several regions with increased accessibility, with at least one set c region that increased in H3K27ac in ST and MDA-MB-231 cells and at least one set d region that increased more in MDA-MB-231 cells (Fig. 6) .
A number of genes in EMT and CSC-associated pathways such as PI3K showed altered accessibility and, although gene expression was not automatically increased, opening of the chromatin increased the likelihood of transcription by exposing motifs for other TFs. How these TFs are affected by intrinsic and extrinsic signals influences expression. PKC activates many TFs including NF-kB and STAT, and regions containing these motifs were linked to increased expression with stimulation. The expression outcome ultimately depends on many factors such as the combination of active TFs, the strength of the enhancerpromoter interaction, and other post-transcriptional regulation. In the majority of cells in our model the combined effects on the transcriptome result in a NCSC phenotype. However, in a proportion of the cells, this increased epigenomic plasticity allows for expression of genes that promote CSC development. It is likely that a initial small stochastic increase in certain genes such as those expressing TFs or receptors leads to a positive-feedback amplification process, with receptors increasing activation of signaling pathways and their target TFs and leading to further increases in receptor expression.
The addition of H3K27ac profiling in the ST and CSC-like MDA-MB-231 cell line helped us to distinguish between regions likely to be different in the NCSC and CSC population. However, an important finding of this paper is that stimulation affects many regions in both NCSCs and CSCs, and while some genes are expressed equally in the 2, others show different expression levels due to the transcription factors present that can bind the newly exposed regions. The combination of motif analysis of the newly accessible regions and which are associated with NCSC or CSC expression suggests that AP-1 plays a major role in creating accessibility upon stimulation. TFAP family members can then promote a NCSC gene expression pattern while a subset of FOX family members such as Foxq1 and Foxn2 divert the stimulated cells to the CSC fate (Fig. 6) .
Regions becoming accessible on PKC activation were most enriched for motifs binding AP-1. Members of the AP-1 family have previously been found to have a role in EMT and in nucleosome remodelling in response to extracellular signals. [38] [39] [40] [41] In addition to the association of AP-1 with increased accessibility, expression of genes near a large subset of these regions increased after stimulation in both NCSCs and CSCs. However, AP-1 is a dimer and can differentially bind DNA and regulate genes based on the different combinations of Fos, Jun, and Maf/Nfe variants. Interestingly, FOS and JUN motifs were differentially enriched to the NFE2l2/MAF variants of the AP-1 motif. Fra-1 (encoded by FOSL1), a member of the Fos family of basic leucine zipper domain proteins, dimerises with c-Jun, JunB, or JunD to form the prototypical AP-1 TF complex. 42 PKCa activation supports the mesenchymal state by preferentially inducing and utilizing Fra-1 (over c-Fos) in the AP-1 transcriptional complex during EMT, and PKCainduced FOSL1 is a key event in breast CSC formation. 39, 40 It is probable that some differential accessibility and expression in CSCs compared to NCSCs is related to different levels of the various AP-1 subunits in the 2 populations (Fig. 6) .
TEAD family members have also have previously been implicated in nucleosome remodelling. They are important endpoints of the hippo signaling pathway and are associated with both transcriptional activation and repression. 43 TEADs and their co-activators are directly implicated in aggressive breast cancer phenotypes. 44, 45 The findings presented here suggest it also plays an important role in increasing accessibility upon stimulation.
Many ST only regions were close to genes underexpressed in CSCs compared to NCSCs; these genes could be subdivided based on their expression and many, such as CDH3, were induced by stimulation. The H3K27ac patterns suggest that for some regions (such as CDH3) this increase occurs predominantly in NCSCs compared to CSCs (Supplementary Fig. 5B ). The TFAP2 motif was enriched in increased accessibility regions and in regions within 50 kb of a gene, with higher expression in NCSCs than CSCs or the MaSC signature. TFAP2A and TFAP2C are the predominant TFs to bind this motif, and TFAP2A was expressed at higher levels in NCSCs (Fig. 3B ) and has been shown to play a role in TGF-b signaling. 46 The role of TFAP2s in cellular differentiation and cancer is complex, and SMADs can also bind TFAP2 motifs. 46, 47 Our results suggest that the activity of TFs binding to TFAP sites (perhaps via SMAD) is increased upon stimulation but in CSCs (compared to NCSCs) this activity is at least partially inhibited (Fig. 6) .
Stimulation of MCF-7 cells opened up DNA near genes that increased expression to a greater extent (set i and set ii, Supplementary Fig. 5A ) or only (set iii) in CSCs compared to NCSCs. While the H3K27ac results suggests that many of these regions did have increased accessibility in the CSCs compared to NCSCs, others did not. There was FOX motif enrichment in regions with increased accessibility and in (a) the vicinity of genes that increased expression in CSCs, and (b) 'stromal' signature genes. This suggests that FOX family members can act at these newly accessible regions to active gene expression in CSC progenitors, possibly by regulating accessibility as well as expression of the nearby gene. In support of this, the FOX motif was enriched in MDA-MB-231-specific regions in a FAIRE-seq comparison of HMECs. 37 The FOX family of transcriptional regulators is defined by the presence of highly conserved 'Forkhead' or 'winged-helix' DNA-binding domains. 33, 48 Several FOX proteins can act as pioneer factors and contain a domain that is similar to linker histones, allowing them to open DNA. 49, 50 FOX proteins are involved in proliferation, apoptosis, differentiation, and metabolism. 51 Since FOX proteins share 2 main DNA-binding motifs, 33 it is difficult to implicate a specific FOX protein or combination of FOX factors in CSC development in our breast cancer model based on the consensus motif alone. Several FOX family members including FOXQ1, FOXC2 and FOXA1 have been positively or negatively implicated in EMT and/or CSC development. 48 It is likely that several family members act to regulate accessibility and/or expression upon stimulation and progression along the CSC pathway and that there is some level of redundancy. However, the results presented here show that FOXQ1 and FOXN2 have non-redundant roles in optimal expression of several CSC-associated genes and the protein levels of fibronectin and laminin V.
Dissection of the gene regulatory network of sea urchin EMT has proposed specific roles for FOXN2 in motility, apical constriction, and polarity. 52 FOXQ1 depletion in MDA-MB-231 cells increases epithelial morphology and reduces invasiveness, 32 and it also plays a role in other metastasis models. 48 It has been suggested that this role may be mediated through its repression of E-cadherin via direct binding to an upstream E-box. 48 However, the identification of FOX motifs in regulatory regions of CSC-associated genes raises the possibility that an important role of FOXQ1 and FOXN2 in CSC formation is mediated via their positive regulation of the expression of these genes. The most distinguishing feature of the FOX motif is that it is enriched in the newly accessible regions closer to genes with higher expression in CSCs than NCSCs. These regions had varying H3K27ac states in NS, ST, and MDA-MB-231s. For example, PLD1 has a FOX motif-containing set c region, while EGFR has a FOX motif-containing set e region (Fig. 6) . Thus, in addition to any role they may play in increasing DNA accessibility, these results support a role for Fox members in converting DNA enhancer accessibility to gene expression.
The use of FAIRE-seq to identify regulatory elements distant from the TSS, emerging technologies to associate distant elements with their gene targets, evolving computational techniques to predict TF binding sites, 34 and high-throughput sequencing of TF binding in different cell types will allow the mapping of complex transcriptional networks underlying biological processes such as EMT and CSC formation. This combination of approaches will be invaluable for discovering the potential pathological consequences of human sequence variation.
Materials and methods
Cells were cultured at 37 C in low glucose Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium (DMEM) (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% foetal calf serum, 2mM L-glutamine, and 0.1% antibiotics. MCF-7 cells were either untreated or stimulated with PMA (1.29ng/ml, SigmaAldrich) for 60 h. For siRNA experiments, MCF-7 cells were treated with Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies) and either 20 nM mock (sc-36869, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), FOXN2 (sc-62341), or FOXQ1 (sc-60660) siRNA for 48 h before stimulation with PMA. Transfection efficiency was assessed with microscopy to detect FOXN2 or FOXQ1 staining.
FAIRE and ChIP-seq
FAIRE and ChIP were performed as outlined previously. 53 Briefly, 5 £ 10 6 cells were cross-linked with formaldehyde (1%, 10 min) then quenched with glycine (125mM). Fixed cells were lysed in SDS lysis buffer and chromatin-bound DNA sheared by sonication with a Misonix Sonicator S-4000. For FAIRE, nucleosome-free DNA was extracted using phenolchloroform. ChIP samples were incubated overnight at 4 C with Protein A Magnetic Beads (Millipore) and 5 mg of either H3K4me1 (ab8895; Abcam) or H3K27ac (ab4729; Abcam) antibodies. For FAIRE and ChIP, protein-DNA cross-links were reversed by incubating overnight at 65 C and purified with the Zymo-Spin TM I kit (Zymo Research). Libraries were prepared from FAIRE DNA (20ng) or ChIP DNA (10ng) using the NEBNext® Ultra DNA Library Prep Kit or ChIP-Seq Library for Illumina (New England Biolabs), respectively. After Ampure XP Bead clean-up, libraries were single-end 50bp sequenced on a HiSeq2000 (at the Ramaciotti Center for Genomics, NSW).
FAIRE for specific regions was assessed with SYBR Green real-time PCR using the primers listed in Supplementary Table 3 . The PPIA TSS region was used for normalization across treatments. A t-test presuming unequal variance was used to test for significance.
Confocal laser scanning microscopy
Cells were permeabilised with Triton X-100 (1%, 20 min) and probed with an antibody to FOXQ1 (sc-47597), FOXN2 (sc-67490), fibronectin (MAB 1926, Millipore) or laminin V (MAB 1949, Millipore) followed by visualization with a secondary antibody conjugated to Alexa-Fluor 488 (A11001; Life Technologies) or Alexa-Flour 568 (A11055; Life Technologies) and co-staining with DAPI on a Nikon C1 plus confocal system. Expression was quantified using Fiji-ImageJ. The Mann-Whitney non-parametric test was used to determine significance (Prism).
Flow cytometry (FACS)
FACs was performed as previously described 21 with cells stained with anti-CD44-APC (559942), anti-CD24-PE (555428), and Hoechst 33258 (BD Biosciences). The one-sided t-test was used to determine significance against control siRNA.
RNA isolation and real time PCR
Total RNA was extracted from cells using TRI Reagent® (Sigma-Aldrich) as previously described. 54 The RNA (1 mg) was DNase I treated (Roche Life Science) and reverse-transcribed (Maxima First Strand cDNA Synthesis kit, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Realtime PCR was performed as previously described using TaqMan probe sets. 54 
Bioinformatics
Reads were cleaned with cutadapt 55 57 Enriched regions were also called using MACS2, producing largely similar results. However, while MACS2 called more refined peaks it did not detect many smaller peaks that were subsequently confirmed by FAIRE-PCR. Reads were extended to 200bp. FAIREseq reads were visualised in UCSC using bedGraph files created in HTSeq. 58 All UCSC images have the same y-axis scale with maximums at 117, 126, 122, 147, 185, 19, 17, and 22 for the NS replicate 1, NS replicate 2, ST replicate 1, ST replicate 2, total input, NS (H3K27ac), ST (H3K27ac), and MDA-MB-231 (H3K27ac), respectively, which scaled for library size (FAIRE and H3K27ac scaled independently).
Enriched regions <2.5 kb (306,828 regions) were refined to 0.3 kb by determining the highest point within the region for the sample they were called in and using this as the center of a 0.3 kb region (R). DNA accessibility was quantified for all 4 treatments using these peaks by counting how many read midpoints occurred within the peak. By trialling different approaches to normalize the counts (analysis not shown), loess normalization (utilizing LPE in R) was selected as the optimal method (Supplementary Fig. 1E and F) . This approach reduced the accessibility in the NS samples, and the resulting values were more consistent with the FAIRE-PCR results obtained previously 21 and those shown here (Fig. 1D) . To maximise the chances of identifying changes occurring in the small CSC sub-population in the ST group, the peak detection criteria were intentionally sensitive, despite the increased likelihood of detecting false positives. Using the replicate treatments as a guide, we estimated that using a 1.5-fold cutoff with one replicate gives a »0.5 false discovery rate (FDR). However, requiring the regions to be >1.5-fold in 2 replicates decreases the FDR to 0.16-0.25. Note that only 2.4% of the ST only regions had an average fold change <2, while 10.0% of the ST more regions had an average fold change <2. Regions whose center was within 240bp of a region with a higher maximum read count were removed. Correlation of read levels in the regions was calculated in R using Pearson coefficients. The vioplot package was used to create violin plots.
To determine changes in H3K27ac, tags were counted C/¡ 1 kb around each FAIRE region, normalized to total library size (HOMER 31 ), and a 1.5-fold cut-off and 20 tag minimum was used to call greater H3K27ac in ST and MDA-MB-231 samples compared to NS.
The region centers were annotated using their summarised chromatin state from different cell types in Roadmap 26 with the 'TSS' state renamed 'permissive'. CTCF and DNA methylation data were from GSE57498. 27 Results were compiled and visualised in R using ggplot2 and reshape2 libraries. HOMER 31 (annotatePeaks.pl; findMofifsGenome.pl) was used to determine average profiles, motif enrichment (p-value cut-off <10 ¡15 for known motifs), and peak annotation (including GO and genome enrichment). Average profile values were adjusted by total mapped reads. CLOVER 59 (p < 0.05) and the non-redundant 2014 version of transcription factor binding motifs from JASPAR 60 and Fox motifs from Nakagawa et al. 33 and Jolma et al. 34 were also used to determine enriched motifs.
Gene expression data were from Zafar et al. 25 and a log 2 0.5 difference was considered differential expression. To assess the significance of the number of regions within different distances of a gene set, the number of regions within the same distances was measured for 100 random microarray probe sets of the same size as the gene set of interest.
FAIRE-seq and ChIP-seq data are deposited in GEO under accession GSE71023. 
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